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Abstract The formation and propagation of density currents are well studied processes in 10 

fluid dynamics with many applications in other science fields. In the atmosphere, density 11 

currents are usually meso-β/γ phenomena and are often associated with storm downdrafts. 12 

These storms are responsible for the formation of severe dust episodes (haboobs) over 13 

desert areas. In the present study, the formation of a convective cool pool and the 14 

associated dust mobilization are examined for a representative event over the western part 15 

of Sahara desert. The physical processes involved in the mobilization of dust are 16 

described with the use of the integrated atmospheric-air quality RAMS/ICLAMS model. 17 

Dust is effectively produced due to the development of near surface vortices and 18 

increased turbulent mixing along the frontal line. Increased dust emissions and 19 

recirculation of the elevated particles inside the head of the density current result in the 20 

formation of a moving “dust wall”. Transport of the dust particles in higher layers - 21 

outside of the density current - occurs mainly in three ways: 1) Uplifting of preexisting 22 

dust over the frontal line with the aid of the strong updraft 2) Entrainment at the upper 23 

part of the density current head due to turbulent mixing 3) Vertical mixing after the 24 

dilution of the system. The role of the dust in the associated convective cloud system was 25 

found to be limited. Proper representation of convective processes and dust mobilization 26 

requires the use of high resolution (cloud resolving) model configuration and online 27 

parameterization of dust production. Haboob-type dust storms are effective dust sources 28 

and should be treated accordingly in dust modeling applications.  29 

 30 

 31 

 32 
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1. Introduction 33 

 34 

The role of mineral dust on regional and global atmospheric processes is important in 35 

many aspects. Various studies have shown that dust particles change the optical 36 

properties of the atmosphere and redistribute the radiative fluxes (Myhre et al., 2003; 37 

Seinfeld et al., 2004; IPCC, 2007; Ramanathan et al., 2007). They can also serve as cloud 38 

condensation nuclei (CCN), gigantic cloud condensation nuclei (GCCN) and ice nuclei 39 

(IN), thus changing the radiative and microphysical properties of the clouds and also the 40 

precipitation patterns (Levin et al., 1996; Givati and Rosenfeld, 2004; Solomos et al., 41 

2011). Parameterization of dust mobilization, based on soil properties and friction 42 

velocity, is included in several numerical models (i.e. Marticorena et al., 1997; Zender et 43 

al., 2003; Spyrou et al., 2010 ; Solomos et al., 2011). However, the number of studies on 44 

the role of other local scale meteorological features that can trigger dust episodes, such as 45 

density currents, is still limited.  46 

Density currents are generally produced from the downdrafts of convective storms 47 

and are related to significant changes in several atmospheric properties. The passage of a 48 

density current is usually associated with a pressure rise, a shift in wind direction, and an 49 

increase in wind speed (Knippertz et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2008; Emmel et al., 2010). 50 

This combination can lead to boundary layer convergence. The warm and moist air in the 51 

lower tropospheric levels is lifted above the wedge of cool air and a line of severe but 52 

shallow convection occurs above the surface intrusion (Carbone, 1981; Chimonas and 53 

Kallos, 1985). As described in Knippertz et al. (2003), the passage of an upper level 54 

trough over Eastern Atlantic can cause enough atmospheric instability and produce 55 

significant amounts of convective precipitation over the Atlas Mountains. The 56 

evaporation of the rain droplets in the lower levels of the atmosphere, leads to a decrease 57 

in air temperature thus creating a cool pool. Similar systems are also associated with the 58 

generation of downdrafts due to tropical convection as described in Bou Karam et al. 59 

(2008). 60 

Mobilization of dust due to density currents is a common feature for many regions in 61 

Africa (Schepanski et al., 2009; Emmel et al., 2010). These systems can be produced 62 

either from deep convection in the tropics or from orographic storm activity over the 63 

Atlas Mountains (Sutton, 1925; Lawson, 1971; Knippertz et al., 2007). The generated 64 
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dust fronts, like the haboobs of Sudan, have lifetimes of several hours and horizontal 65 

extension that can reach several hundreds of kilometers (Sutton, 1925; Lawson, 1971; 66 

Hastenrath, 1991). Several density current formations were observed during the Saharan 67 

Mineral Dust Experiment (SAMUM) that took place on May and June 2006 over NW 68 

Africa and are described by Knippetz et al., (2007). As reported in their work, eight 69 

density current systems were identified over the area of Atlas Mountains between 11 May 70 

and 10 June 2006. The climatology of these formations is described by Emmel et al., 71 

2010 based on in-situ observations for the period 2002-2006. The high frequency of the 72 

phenomena indicates the need for a more accurate representation of this mechanism in 73 

dust models. Until now, there is little knowledge about the physical processes involved in 74 

the production of dust through this mechanism (Marsham et al., 2011) and only a few 75 

modeling studies have been presented on this subject. This is mainly due to the lack of 76 

sufficient observational data over arid areas and also because of the relatively coarse 77 

resolution of dust models that is not appropriate for resolving such small scale features.  78 

Estimating the dust emissions in numerical models is a complex task since the dust 79 

fluxes are affected by both surface and atmospheric properties. For example, 80 

parameterizing the seasonal variability of land use (Tegen et al., 2004) or parameterizing 81 

the sub-grid wind speed variability (Cakmur et al., 2004) has been found to improve the 82 

representation of dust in atmospheric models. Describing the dust fluxes becomes even 83 

harder in areas where convective activity is frequent (e.g. NW Sahara, Ethiopian Plateau, 84 

Arabian Peninsula, Sahel and USA). In such areas, dust production and transportation is 85 

often driven by convective storm outflows (Membery, 1985; Hastenrath, 1991; Chen and 86 

Fryrear, 2002). These “haboob” dust storms may occur during both day and night and 87 

although observational studies report a significant frequency of appearance (Marticorena 88 

et al., 2010), this phenomenon has not been yet extensively studied in dust-modeling 89 

experiments. The existing convective parameterization schemes are not adequate to 90 

describe such processes, therefore the convective downdrafts and the associated dust 91 

fronts need to be explicitly resolved in numerical simulations (Marsham et al., 2011). 92 

Recently, Knippertz et al. (2009) presented a modeling study on density current 93 

formation over NW Africa using the COSMO model (Steppeler et al., 2003), without 94 

including a parameterization for the dust mobilization mechanism. In another study, 95 

Reinfried et al. (2009) used an offline version of the dust emission scheme in LM-96 
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MUSCAT (Heinold et al., 2007) to describe dust fluxes over the same area. Takemi 97 

(2005) described the primary mechanisms of mineral dust elevation in density currents 98 

for Gobi desert, using idealized simulations of a squall line for a simplified modeling 99 

domain. Seigel and Van Den Heever (2012) used idealized model simulations of a 100 

supercell thunderstorm to examine the uplifting and ingestion of dust for an already dusty 101 

atmosphere and for an initially dust-free environment.    102 

The main objective of this study is to describe the processes that lead to dust 103 

production during the passage of a density current. For this purpose, several cases have 104 

been analyzed in Africa and the Middle East and a characteristic case in NW Africa has 105 

been selected for detailed description. All the simulated cases exhibited similar behavior. 106 

As stated also in Knippertz et al. (2007) this particular case is a good example of haboob 107 

formation in the area mainly due to the isolated nature of the density current which allows 108 

a more in depth examination of its main properties. The production of dust due to 109 

convective outflow was simulated with the use of a directly coupled atmospheric-air 110 

quality model. High resolution simulations were performed for the description of the 111 

small scale physical processes related to the convective downdrafts and the associated 112 

mobilization of dust particles. The intensity and structure of the generated density current 113 

and the accompanying dust front are discussed based on model results and observations. 114 

The paper is organized as follows: A short description of the model characteristics are 115 

presented in section two. In section three, experimental simulations are analyzed and the 116 

modeling results are compared to available observational data. Section four contains 117 

some concluding remarks concerning the role of density currents in dust production.  118 

 119 

2. Model description and set-up 120 

For the current study the RAMS / ICLAMS model was used (Solomos at al., 2011). The 121 

model is an enhanced version of the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS6.0) 122 

(Pielke et al., 1992; Meyers et al., 1997; Cotton et al., 2003). The modeling features 123 

include: 1) Two-way nesting 2) Dust and sea-salt mechanisms that are online coupled 124 

with meteorology 3) Cloud droplet nucleation and ice formation based on atmospheric 125 

composition (activation of airborne particles as CCN, GCCN and IN) 4) Online gas and 126 

aqueous phase chemistry 5) Heterogeneous chemical processes 6) Interactive radiation 127 

scheme that takes into account the effects of atmospheric composition on radiative 128 
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transfer. 129 

 The online dust production scheme is based on the saltation and bombardment 130 

hypothesis following the 푢∗ threshold parameterization (Marticorena and Bergametti, 131 

1995; Spyrou et al., 2010). The saltation flux depends on the excess of wind friction 132 

velocity over the threshold speed for the entrainment of dust particles. Dust production 133 

depends on friction velocity and on the efficiency with which drag is partitioned between 134 

erodible and non-erodible soil. The effects of rain on soil moisture and the related 135 

reduction of dust production is explicitly treated based on the parameterization of Fecan 136 

et al. (1999). The vertical dust flux is then distributed into three lognormal source modes 137 

with different shapes and mass fractions (Zender et al., 2003). The transport mode is 138 

represented by eight size bins with effective radius of 0.15, 0.25, 0.45, 0.78, 1.3, 2.2, 3.8 139 

and 7.1 μm. The model includes full parameterization of dry deposition processes as well 140 

as inside and below-cloud scavenging of the particles following the formulation of 141 

Seinfeld and Pandis (1998). The prognostic aerosol particles are treated as predictive 142 

quantities in the explicit microphysics scheme for the calculations of CCN and IN 143 

activation following the formulations of Fountoukis and Nenes (2005) and Barahona and 144 

Nenes (2009).  145 

The experimental domain for the selected case was configured with four grids: a 146 

parent grid of 12×12 km horizontal resolution and three two-way interactive nested grids 147 

as illustrated in Figure 1. The resolution of the intermediate grid was 2.4×2.4 km and the 148 

resolution of the two finest grids was 800×800 m. In the vertical grid, a total of 44 model 149 

layers were used. The vertical coordinates were hybrid terrain following σz, starting with 150 

a resolution of 20 m near the ground and stretching up to 18 km with a factor of 1.10. 151 

This configuration results in 23 model layers from the surface up to 3km in the 152 

atmosphere and allows for adequate representation of the lower tropospheric structure, 153 

convection and turbulence motions. Surface elevation was retrieved from the global 154 

USGS topography dataset at 3´´×3´´resolution. The ECMWF 0.5o×0.5o objective analysis 155 

fields were used for initial and lateral boundary conditions. The sea surface temperature 156 

(SST) is the NCEP 0.5º×0.5º analysis data. The Kain-Fritsch (Kain and Fritsch, 1993) 157 

convective parameterization scheme was activated for the outer grid and the RRTMG 158 

radiative transfer scheme (Mlawer et al., 1997; Iacono et al., 2000) was used for both 159 

shortwave and longwave bands on all grids. For all simulations, dust was treated as a 160 
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prognostic quantity in radiative transfer calculations. For the intermediate and finest 161 

model grids no convective parameterization was used and convection was resolved by the 162 

explicit microphysics scheme of the model. 163 

 164 

3. Mobilization of dust particles in the Atlas region  165 

During 31st of May 2006 a low-pressure system was located over Morocco and 166 

southern Spain as shown in Figure 1. The trough passage and the existence of cold air at 167 

upper levels enforced convection and intense rainfall over the Atlas Mountains during the 168 

afternoon hours of 31st of May 2006. As seen in both TRMM satellite retrievals in Figure 169 

2a and model output in Figure 2b, these convective clouds produced significant amounts 170 

of 24-hour accumulated precipitation exceeding 25-30 mm over the area south of the 171 

Atlas Mountains. At 15:00 UTC, the station of Errachidia (31.93°N, 4.40°W) reported a 172 

thunderstorm and a drop in temperature of about 10 °C. The simulated rainfall rate at the 173 

same station reached 17 mm h-1 at 14:00 UTC and as seen also in Figure 2c it was 174 

accompanied by a drop in temperature of about 12-14 °C. These conditions favor the 175 

development of storm downdrafts due to evaporative cooling. As the raindrops fall 176 

through a warmer and unsaturated environment, some of them evaporate before reaching 177 

the ground. Absorption of the vaporization latent heat results in decrease of the ambient 178 

temperature and the cooler air falls to the ground.  179 

The formation of a cool pool south of the Atlas Mountains resulted in the 180 

development of a fast propagating density current. The steep topographic slope enhanced 181 

propagation and the system moved southwards towards the Morocco - Algeria borderline 182 

accompanied by dust production and by a squall line of shallow convective clouds as 183 

seen in Figure 3. Modeling output was compared to satellite observations from the 184 

Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) Spinning Enhanced Visible and InfraRed Imager 185 

(SEVIRI) (Schmetz et al., 2002).These images are available online by EUMETSAT 186 

(http://www.eumetsat.int). Both model results and satellite observations from the 187 

MSG/SEVIRI dust indicator system showed an extended frontal line of about 300 km that 188 

was associated with intense dust production and cloud cover.  189 

The gravity current propagation speed can be theoretically approximated using a 190 

simple expression (von Karman, 1940, Carbone 1981): 191 
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V = 2 gΔz
T − T

T ,			(1) 

In this equation g=9.81ms-2 is the gravitational acceleration, Δz is the depth of the 192 

current and T is the virtual temperature of the lighter (T ) and the denser(T ) air mass. 193 

For an average modeled depth of 2km, T = 310 K andT = 309	K, (1) yields V=11.2 194 

ms-1. The modeled propagation speed did not change significantly during the simulation 195 

period. As seen in Figure 4, the leading edge of the system - which was also the area of 196 

increased dust mobilization – can be clearly defined by the isotach of 11 m s-1. 197 

 198 

3.1 Dynamics of the density current and dust production 199 

The process of the density current formation is evident at the North-South cross-200 

section of rain mixing ratio and potential temperature from the third model grid (Figure 201 

5a). The generation of the cool pool is indicated by the “dome” of the isentropes inside 202 

and ahead of the precipitating area. The vertical orientation of the 307 K isentropic 203 

contour line indicates the leading edge of the propagating front. The process of 204 

evaporative cooling is evident in Figure 5b by the decrease in equivalent potential 205 

temperature (θe). Close to the surface and inside the precipitating area θe was as low as 206 

337 K.  The cool pool intrusion produced a region of intense updrafts ahead of the front 207 

that are indicated with black line contours in Figure 5c. Vertical wind speed at the leading 208 

edge of the system often exceeded 4 m s-1, while the horizontal wind component within 209 

the propagating system ranged between 11-24 m s-1 as seen in Figure 5c.  210 

The pre-frontal and post-frontal vertical wind profiles were computed for a specific 211 

location (31.82N,-4.39W) that is about 20 km south of the area where the cool pool was 212 

generated in the model. The system approached this location at 12:50 UTC and the 213 

profiles were taken every ten minutes (12:20-13:20 UTC). As shown in Figures 6a, b, the 214 

abrupt change in wind velocity at 2.5 km indicates the depth of the turbulent layer. The 215 

wind speed inside this layer reached 12 ms-1 at 12:50 UTC during the passage of the 216 

front. Before the arrival of the front there was no vertical wind shear and a uniform NNE 217 

flow was found within the lower 2.5 km in the atmosphere (Figure 6b). After 12:50 UTC 218 

a gradual anticyclonic veering was evident and the winds turned from NNE at the surface 219 

to WSW above 3km. The impact of these specific conditions on dust production can be 220 

possibly examined with regards to the flow structure inside the propagating system.  Due 221 
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to the increased wind shear the horizontal components ξ⃗ = ı⃗ − 	 and η⃗ =222 

ȷ⃗ −  in the relative vorticity equation (2), 		obtained significant values during the 223 

episode. 224 

J = ∇⃗ × V⃗ = ı⃗ − + ȷ⃗ − + k⃗ − 					(2)  225 

 In this equation ı⃗ heads to the east,	ȷ⃗ heads to the north and k⃗ is perpendicular to 226 

the plane defined by ı⃗  and ȷ⃗ with upward direction. As seen in Figure 6c, the ξ relative 227 

vorticity component along the WE-axis (axis parallel to the rainband) was positive close 228 

to the surface at the pre-frontal environment (12:20 - 12:30 UTC) and became negative 229 

during the passage of the system. The minimum value of ξ was -1.2×10-2 s-1 at 12:50 230 

UTC. The η relative vorticity component along the NS-axis (perpendicular to the 231 

rainband) was also negative at 12:50 as seen in Figure 6d.  Due to the friction at the lower 232 

boundary, two distinct flow areas were formed inside the propagating head similar to 233 

earlier findings from relevant studies (e.g. Simpson, 1972; Carbone, 1983). This change 234 

in the flow structure is evident in the WE cross-section of Figure 7. In this figure the 235 

black dashed line indicates the area of zero ξ.  The black contours indicate the area of 236 

wind maxima during the arrival time. The ξ vorticity component retained positive values 237 

in the pre-frontal atmosphere (before 12:50 UTC). At 12:50 UTC ξ became negative for a 238 

vertical area extending from 200m above surface up to the top of the approaching head. 239 

Close to the surface (below 200m) there was a narrow zone of reverse flow (ξ >0) that 240 

was probably frictionally driven. As seen in Figure 8a, ξ at this area reached 43×10-2 s-1 at 241 

12:50 UTC. Near surface, η was also found to be significantly decreased (increased in 242 

absolute value) and was less than -1.2×10-1 s-1 (Figure 8b). The evolution of such small 243 

scale but very intense vortices near the surface was strongly correlated with the 244 

production of dust at 12:50 UTC as shown in Figure 8c. Propagation of the denser flow 245 

over lighter air led to gravitational instability at the head of the system and allowed the 246 

penetration of environmental flow at the base of the density current head in a way similar 247 

to the tank experiments described in Simpson, 1972. Concentration of dust near the 248 

surface was doubled at 12:50 UTC indicating the mobilization of fresh dust particles 249 

along the frontal line.  250 
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 Turbulent mixing was also increased inside the density current. The vertical 251 

profile of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) in Figure 8d indicates a mixing layer of about 252 

2.5 km depth at 12:50 UTC with maximum TKE values along the boundary between the 253 

density current head and environmental flow. After the passage of the head the mixing 254 

depth was reduced to about 500m as indicated by the TKE values between 13:00-13:20 255 

UTC. After 13:00 UTC, increased turbulence associated with cloud development is also 256 

evident in Figure 8d for a layer stretching from three to five km in the troposphere. 257 

The structure of the density current flow and the uplifting of dust particles are also 258 

evident in the vertical cross-section from the fourth grid (Figure 9a) at 18:50 UTC when 259 

the system was fully developed. For better understanding of the density current structure 260 

and propagation, the streamlines in this figure are represented in the front-relative frame 261 

of reference assuming an average propagating speed of 11 m s-1.This approach is useful 262 

for revealing small scale vortices within the propagating system. Due to surface friction, 263 

flow reversal and a returning undercurrent were found at the lower parts of the system as 264 

indicated by the anticlockwise rotation of the streamlines between y=850 km and y=855 265 

km in Figure 9a. A well-mixed dust layer was established, ranging in depth from 2 km at 266 

the frontal head to about 500m at the rear of the system. The concentration of dust near 267 

the surface exceeded 3.000 μg m-3.  Inside the leading head and up to 1.5 km above 268 

ground the dust concentrations remained higher than 1500 μg m-3. Flow exchange 269 

between the density current and the free troposphere occurred mainly at the top of the 270 

frontal head where increased turbulence forced an amount of dust particles outside of the 271 

cool pool. Behind the leading head, a series of small scale vortices were formed along the 272 

interface between the semi-laminar and the disturbed flow due to increased vertical wind 273 

shear. These are Kelvin-Helmholtz billows and are evident in Figure 9a centered at about 274 

y=851 km and y=837 km. The horizontal extent of the disturbance varied from thirty up 275 

to forty kilometers and was accompanied by increased dust production as seen in Figure 276 

9b. The dust flux per model timestep reached a maximum of 440.19 μg m-2 at the area of 277 

reverse flow behind the leading head and remained between 290 - 360 μg m-2 for all the 278 

model grid points up to the tail of the density current. Outside of the system (in both front 279 

and rear parts) the production was less than 50 μg m-2 per model timestep.   280 

 In an attempt to summarize the flow structure during a convectively driven dust 281 

episode, a schematic diagram has been constructed based on model findings as seen in 282 
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Figure 10. The reversal of flow (ξ>0) behind the leading head that is evident in the NS 283 

cross section of Figure 10a, is responsible for the formation of a returning undercurrent 284 

along the lowest layers of the system. When considering a WE plane perpendicular to the 285 

motion as seen in Figure 10b, the flow at the lowest layers is towards the eastern side of 286 

the front (η<0). This complex flow structure at the head of the density current, together 287 

with the development of turbulence and strong winds throughout the system extend, are 288 

responsible for the mobilization of dust. A possible explanation is that both the erosion of 289 

soil by bigger particles and the uplifting of mobilized dust are favored during such 290 

episodes. Most of the emitted particles are recirculated inside the density current and the 291 

concentration of dust is constantly increasing as long as the system propagates over dust 292 

sources. Ahead of the frontal line, the warmer environmental air is lifted upwards and 293 

intense turbulence is evident for a layer between one and two km height, associated also 294 

with cloud formation. Considerable amounts of dust are transported upwards inside the 295 

density current head. Due to turbulent mixing some particles are forced outside of the 296 

system into the free troposphere at the rear of the leading edge. Entrainment of 297 

preexisting airborne particles into the head of the density current may also occur due to 298 

uplifting and mixing along the frontal line updrafts. Turbulent mixing and recirculation of 299 

dust particles result in the formation of a propagating dust wall. Dust can elevate even 300 

higher than three kilometers in the troposphere and concentrations of more than 1000 μg 301 

m-3 may exist well above two km height.   302 

   303 

3.2 Changes in meteorology associated with the arrival of the density current  304 

The simulated density current approaches the station of Tinfou 305 

(lat:30.24°N,lon:5.61°W) - that is located at the western edge of the frontal line - at 18:00 306 

UTC. The approaching of the front to Tinfou is indicated by the black arrow pointing at 307 

the leading front in Figure 11.  Convergence along the frontal line produces an arc cloud 308 

line. These clouds are evident at about 4-5 kilometers height above the leading edge as 309 

indicated by the condensate mixing ratio contours in Figure 11. The system is 310 

accompanied by a deeper precipitating cloud at a horizontal distance of about 50 311 

kilometers behind the front.   312 

The arrival of the density current is indicated by the abrupt changes in several 313 

meteorological properties that were recorded at Tinfou station on 31st of May 2006 314 
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(Figures 13a-d). These observations were obtained during SAMUM campaign and are 315 

described in Knippertz et al., 2007. As seen in Figure 12a, intrusion of the cooler air 316 

resulted in a sudden drop in ambient temperature that was reduced from 33 oC at 18:30 317 

UTC to 28 oC at 19:00 UTC. The wind direction shifted from SW to NE at 18:30 UTC 318 

(Figure 12b) and a jump of 7 m s-1 was recorded in wind speed between 18:30-19:00 319 

UTC (Figure 12c).  Due to the arrival of the dust storm, the visibility at the station was 320 

dramatically reduced (Figure 12d) and remained low during the next two hours.  321 

Similar changes are found in the simulated meteorological properties (Figures 13a-c) 322 

but with a shift in time. As seen in these figures the simulated density current arrived at 323 

18:00 UTC, which is thirty minutes earlier than the observation. This difference can be 324 

probably attributed to improper representation of the surface characteristics (i.e. 325 

topography, roughness length etc.) within the second domain, due to the lower resolution. 326 

Smoothing of the topography in this grid by averaging within the grid box affects the 327 

representation of these features in the model and consequently the propagation speed of 328 

the density current. Modeling results for the station of Tinfou show a sharp increase of 329 

8°C in dew point temperature (Td) and a sharp increase of 7 m s-1 in wind speed at 18:00 330 

UTC as illustrated in Figures 13a,b.  Also, as seen in Figure 13a, the modeled 331 

temperature is reduced from 32 oC at 17:45 UTC to 26 oC at 18:30 UTC while during the 332 

same period the virtual temperature (Tv) is decreased by 3o C. The simulated wind 333 

direction shifts from WSW to NE at 17:30 UTC (Figure 13b).  Between 20:00-21:00 334 

UTC the wind speed is increasing from 12 to 16 m s-1 indicating an overprediction during 335 

this period. The simulated visibility (Figure 13c) is reducing during the dust storm. After 336 

19:30 UTC the visibility is overpredicted and exceeds 20 km. As seen previously, in 337 

Figure 12d, the recorded visibility in the station remained well below 10km even after the 338 

passage of the system. The increased wind speed that persisted in the area resulted in 339 

local production of particles larger than 10 μm (Kandler et al., 2008). These particles are 340 

not represented in the modeled dust distribution; therefore, this situation was not 341 

reproduced in the model.  342 

The passage of the dust front over Tinfou is evident in Figure 14, between 17:30 and 343 

20:00 UTC.  Especially between 18:00 and 19:00 UTC, the modeled concentration of 344 

dust close to the surface reaches 300 μg m-3 indicating the arrival of the system. After the 345 

passage of the main front, increased concentrations of dust (more than 250 μg m-3) are 346 
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found aloft between 1 and 2.5 km height. This “dust cloud” is formed from particles that 347 

are forced outside of the density current due to increased turbulence at the top of the 348 

propagating head and also from the uplifting of prefrontal airborne dust. The prevailing 349 

SW winds at this station during the previous hours  (between 14:00 - 17:00 UTC),  350 

resulted in transportation of dust from the areas south of Tinfou and  as seen in Figure 14 351 

a dust background of about 100 μg m-3 had already been established at the area before the 352 

approaching of the system. The abrupt increase in dust concentration after 17:30 UTC is 353 

attributed to particles that originated from dust sources north of Tinfou and were 354 

transported along the density current frontal line.  355 

 356 

3.3 Effects of model grid spacing on resolving the system 357 

In order to examine the significance of the model grid resolution on the ability to 358 

resolve these processes, six more runs have been performed for the same event (see 359 

Table1): First, the model was set up with exactly the same configuration as the control 360 

run but only the two outer grids were enabled (i.e. the inner 800×800 m grids were 361 

omitted). Most mesoscale features (i.e. convection, density current generation and dust 362 

transportation) were reproduced on the two-grid run in a similar way to the three-grid run 363 

but with weaker gradients. The resolution of the second model grid (2.4×2.4 km) was 364 

sufficient for reproducing moisture processes and convection at this scale. Minor 365 

differences between the two-grid and four-grid runs were found, mainly regarding the 366 

dust concentrations at the remote station of Tinfou. For example, the maximum dust 367 

concentration at 925mb over Tinfou station was 328 μg m-3 for the four-grid run and 271 368 

μg m-3 for the two-grid run. Then, the same run was performed using a single outer grid 369 

of (24×24 km) to cover the entire modeling domain. During this single grid run, despite 370 

the fact that the convective precipitation event was still reproduced, the model failed to 371 

resolve the generation of the density current and consequently the associated dust storm. 372 

Subsequent runs using a single grid of 16×16 km and one of 12×12 km covering the same 373 

area of the outer grid indicated that the density current and dust mechanisms were poorly 374 

if at all reproduced. This is something expected since the density currents are rather 375 

meso-γ or even meso-β scale features with strong non-hydrostatic features that are 376 

normally resolved with a grid increment of ~7-8 km or smaller. Replacing the 377 

intermediate 2.4×2.4 km grid with an equivalent of 4.8×4.8 km resolution, the 378 
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reproduction of the non-hydrostatic components and the main features of the phenomena 379 

were still resolved in a similar way. Finally, the use of an intermediate grid of 8×8 km 380 

resolution resulted in acceptable description of convective activity but the intensity of the 381 

density current was weaker and dust production was underestimated. The system in this 382 

case arrived at Tinfou at 20:00 UTC, which is about 1.5 hours later than observed and the 383 

maximum dust concentration at 925mb was 216 μg m-3. 384 

 385 

3.4 Investigation of the possible dust effects on convection 386 

Dust particles are expected to be hydrophobic near the sources so their ability to 387 

activate as cloud droplets is limited. However, in increased moisture conditions some of 388 

these particles may form gigantic cloud condensation nuclei (GCCN). Dust is also known 389 

to act as effective IN. In order to investigate the possible role of these particles on the 390 

generation and evolution of the cool pool, four more simulations were performed. The 391 

model configuration was the same as described in section 2. Dust particles in this series 392 

of runs were treated as predictive quantities for the activation of cloud droplet formation. 393 

For the first three runs, the portions of dust that were assumed to be efficient CCN were 394 

1%, 10% and 20% respectively. During the fourth run, 10% of dust particles were 395 

assumed to be hygroscopic, enabling also the ability for all dust particles to act as 396 

effective IN. For the cloud droplet activation processes the FN parameterization was used 397 

(Fountoukis and Nenes 2005). Contribution of dust in ice formation was described with 398 

the scheme of Barahona and Nenes, 2009. This scheme has been adopted in the model to 399 

account for the effects of prognostic dust particles on ice processes.  400 

Minor changes on the rainfall rate and the spatial distribution of precipitation 401 

were found between the different scenarios of microphysical activity. However, the 402 

structure and the characteristics of the outflow boundary were almost identical and there 403 

was no remarkable difference regarding the properties of the density current and the 404 

production and transportation of dust. These results indicate that moisture properties and 405 

atmospheric dynamics are the major factors for the development of these systems. The 406 

effect of dust particles on cloud microphysics was not found to be important for 407 

triggering the density current mechanism.    408 

 409 

 410 
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4. Summary and conclusion 411 

The formation and propagation of density currents over desert areas is an additional 412 

source of dust and needs to be treated accordingly in atmospheric-dust modeling.  For this 413 

reason, an integrated high resolution (cloud resolving) model that includes direct 414 

coupling of air-quality and atmospheric processes has been developed. The model was 415 

used for the explicit resolving of local scale features such as cool pools and density 416 

currents that are responsible for the mobilization of dust particles. Online dust 417 

parameterization allowed the description of the main physical processes involved in the 418 

generation of dust episodes in these areas. The detailed analysis of a representative case 419 

study over NW Africa as well as a number of other simulated similar cases in Africa and 420 

the Middle East suggests a common structure of these systems. Their main properties can 421 

be summarized as follows: 422 

 “Haboob” type of density currents are relatively shallow with depths ranging from 423 

0.5 km at the rear of the head to approximately 2 km along the leading edge. The 424 

frontal extend can be at the order of hundreds of kilometers while their life time is 425 

ranging between 2 to12 hours depending on their size.  426 

 The propagating front is arc-shaped rather than linear as it is usually found in mid-427 

latitude squall lines. The reason is that the down pouring of cool air masses 428 

splashes and spreads around in a rather cyclical shape. Depending on the 429 

environmental conditions and surface characteristics these downdrafts may evolve 430 

to density currents towards one or more directions.  431 

 The flow structure of the density current is similar to the one described during 432 

idealized tank experiments as reported in earlier studies. A reversal of flow is 433 

evident near the surface just behind the leading head and a flow discontinuity area 434 

is defining the upper boundary of the density current body.   435 

 Dust productivity is enhanced mainly due to increased turbulence near the surface 436 

and the area of maximum dust production is collocated with the area of reverse 437 

flow behind the leading edge.  438 

 The wind speed behind the gust front is higher than the speed of propagation and 439 

the uplifted particles are transported towards the leading head. As the system 440 

propagates, the concentration of dust inside the density current head is constantly 441 

increasing reaching values of a few thousand μg m-3. Sand particles of tens of μm 442 
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in radius are mixed with smaller dust particles. Sand particles settle quickly due to 443 

gravitational forcing. 444 

 Due to the capping at the upper boundary of the density current, a large amount of 445 

the produced dust particles are trapped inside the system and injection of dust into 446 

the free troposphere occurs mainly in three ways:  447 

1. When the system moves towards areas with preexisting dust particles, these 448 

are uplifted through the prefrontal updrafts above the density current body.  449 

2. Turbulent mixing along the dust wall results in entrainment of dust particles in 450 

the strong updrafts and their transport in higher layers of the lower 451 

troposphere.  452 

3. During daytime, surface heating leads in erosion of the cool pool and therefore 453 

the quick increase of the mixing layer at the rear of the system. In this way, 454 

the mobilized dust is uplifted to higher layers.  455 

 The primary removal mechanisms are the gravitational settling (particularly the 456 

larger sand particles) and the scavenging from the rain droplets (particularly 457 

during the initial stages of development).  458 

 459 

The density currents are systems with strong pressure gradients where the non-460 

hydrostatic components of forcing are very important. Therefore, the horizontal model 461 

resolution must be higher than 7-8 km. For detailed gradient description there is a need of 462 

even higher resolution of ~1km. Sensitivity of convection towards dust-CCN activation 463 

was found to be limited and the evolution of the cool pool was in general dynamically 464 

driven. Similar dust storms that are developed south of the Intertropical Convergence 465 

Zone (ITCZ) due to Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCS) outflows or due to the NE 466 

intrusion of the West African monsoon, contribute to dust export from West Africa. The 467 

proximity of these systems to the discontinuity zone allows the capturing of the elevated 468 

particles by the tropical easterlies. In this way dust is transported towards the Atlantic. In 469 

contrary, it seems that the haboobs that are developed north of the ITCZ do not directly 470 

contribute to the export of Saharan dust towards the Atlantic or towards the 471 

Mediterranean. The development of a shallow mixing layer inhibits vertical mixing of 472 

dust and most of these systems decay before they reach the African coast. Nevertheless, a 473 

considerable portion of the particles that are released from these systems into higher 474 
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tropospheric layers are eligible for long range transport. These particles are transferred 475 

along with the mesoscale flow structures and contribute to the dust load occurring during 476 

Saharan dust outbreaks. In local scale, haboobs are very violent and hazardous 477 

phenomena with significant implications to weather conditions and human activities. 478 

Appropriate treatment of these systems as additional dust sources in atmospheric models 479 

is necessary for improving the representation of dust emissions. This is an important step 480 

for reducing the uncertainty in direct and indirect forcing of dust in the atmosphere.  481 

 482 
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Table 1. Summary of sensitivity tests for seven model configurations 614 

Number of grids Resolution (km×km) Convection Density current 

One 24×24 YES NO 

One 16×16 YES NO 

One 12×12 YES NO 

Two grid1: 24×24 

grid2: 4.8×4.8 

YES YES 

Two grid1: 24×24 

grid2: 8×8 

YES YES 

Two grid1: 12×12 

grid2: 2.4×2.4 

YES YES 

Four grid1: 12×12 

grid2: 2.4×2.4 

grid3,4: 0.8×0.8 

YES YES 

 615 
  616 
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Figure Captions 617 
 618 
Figure 1: Geopotential height (white contour lines every 10 gpm) and temperature at 700 619 
hPa (color palette in °C) - 11:00 UTC on 31 May 2006. The dashed rectangulars indicate 620 
the locations of the nested grids. 621 
  622 
Figure 2: a) Satellite retrieval of 24 h accumulated precipitation (mm) from the Tropical  623 
Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM- http://trmm-fc.gsfc.nasa.gov/trmm_gv). b) Model 624 
output of 24 h accumulated precipitation (mm). c) Modeled precipitation rate (mm h-1) 625 
and temperature (°C) at the station of Errachidia on 31 May 2006. The drop in 626 
temperature between 12:00-15:00 UTC indicates the formation of a cool pool due to the 627 
evaporation of rain droplets. 628 
 629 
Figure 3: Left column: MSG/SEVIRI dust indicator satellite images over North West  630 
Africa. Dark red colors indicate clouds and purple colors indicate desert dust. Right 631 
column: Corresponding model cloud fraction (grayscale) and dust production (color 632 
palette in mg / m2 / model timestep). The leading edge of the propagating density current 633 
is denoted with black dashed lines. 634 

 635 
Figure 4: Dust production (colored palette in μg m-2) and wind arrows over the second 636 
(2.4×2.4 km) model grid at 19:00 UTC on 31 May 2006. The red line represents the 637 
isotach of 11 m s-1. The black rectangular shows the location of the third grid and the 638 
vertical dashed line indicates the location of the cross sections of Figure 5. 639 
 640 
Figure 5: North to south vertical cross-sections of: a) Rain mixing ratio (colour palette in 641 
g kg-1) and potential temperature (contour lines in K) at 14:15 UTC. b) Equivalent 642 
potential temperature (θe) in K. c) Horizontal wind speed (colour palette in m s-1) and 643 
vertical updrafts (black line contours every 0.5 m s-1) at 14:30 UTC. The cross section is 644 
at x= -889km. 645 
 646 
Figure 6: Vertical profiles at lat=31.81, lon=-4.39 during the passage of the storm (12:20-647 
13:20) on 31 May 2006. a) Wind speed (ms-1). b) Wind direction (deg). c) ξ horizontal 648 
relative vorticity component (s-1). d) η horizontal relative vorticity component (s-1). 649 
 650 
Figure 7: Wind speed (solid black contours from 8-12 ms-1 every 1 ms-1) and ξ relative 651 
vorticity component (colour scale) at 12:50 UTC for a WE vertical cross-section at y=-652 
645 km. The dashed black line represents ξ=0. 653 
 654 
Figure 8: Vertical profiles at lat=31.81, lon=-4.39 during the passage of the storm (12:20-655 
13:20) on 31 May 2006. a) ξ horizontal relative vorticity component (s-1).  b) η horizontal 656 
relative vorticity component (s-1). c) Dust concentration (μg m-3) d) TKE (m2s-2). 657 
 658 
Figure 9: a) Dust concentration (color scale in μg m-3) and streamlines at 18:50 UTC for a 659 
reference frame relative to the propagating speed.  The location of the cross section is at 660 
x=-898. The direction of the motion is from North to South as illustrated with the red 661 
arrow on top of the figure. b) Dust flux (μg /m2/model timestep) at each model grid point 662 
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along the same cross section.  663 
 664 
Figure 10: Schematic representation of the flow structure during the cool pool intrusion. 665 
The dashed line indicates the boundary of the density current. Shaded figures indicate 666 
areas of increased turbulence. a) Considering a NS vertical plane parallel to the axis of 667 
motion, the flow is rotating clockwise close to the surface (ξ+) and anti-clockwise above 668 
(ξ-). b) Considering a WE vertical plane perpendicular to the motion the flow is rotating 669 
anti-clockwise (η-). The storm direction in this figure is towards the reader. 670 
 671 
Figure 11: North to south vertical cross-section of total condensates mixing ratio (colour 672 
scale in g kg-1) and potential temperature (red contour lines in K) at 18:00 UTC. The 673 
deepening of isentropic layers (indicated with a black arrow) indicates the approaching of 674 
the density current at the station of Tinfou (denoted with a black triangle). The cross 675 
section is at x= -1022km. 676 
 677 
Figure 12: Tinfou station observations: a) Temperature (°C) b) Wind direction (deg) c) 678 
Wind speed (ms-1) d) Visibility (km). 679 
 680 
Figure 13: Time series of a) Temperature, dew point and virtual temperature (°C) b) 681 
Wind speed (ms-1) and wind direction (deg) and c) Visibility (km), as reproduced by the 682 
model at Tinfou station on 31 May 2006.  683 
 684 
Figure 14: Time evolution of dust concentration (μg m-3) over Tinfou station on 31 May 685 
2006.  686 
 687 
 688 
 689 
 690 
 691 
 692 
 693 
  694 
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 695 
 696 
Figure 1: Geopotential height (white contour lines every 10 gpm) and temperature at 700 697 
hPa (color palette in °C) - 11:00 UTC on 31 May 2006. The dashed rectangulars indicate 698 
the locations of the nested grids. 699 
  700 
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 701 

 702 

                703 
Figure 2: a) Satellite retrieval of 24 h accumulated precipitation (mm) from the Tropical  704 
Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM- http://trmm-fc.gsfc.nasa.gov/trmm_gv). b) Model 705 
output of 24 h accumulated precipitation (mm). c) Modeled precipitation rate (mm h-1) 706 
and temperature (°C) at the station of Errachidia on 31 May 2006. The drop in 707 
temperature between 12:00-15:00 UTC indicates the formation of a cool pool due to the 708 
evaporation of rain droplets. 709 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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    710 
Figure 3: Left column: MSG/SEVIRI dust indicator satellite images over North West  711 
Africa. Dark red colors indicate clouds and purple colors indicate desert dust. Right 712 
column: Corresponding model cloud fraction (grayscale) and dust production (color 713 
palette in mg / m2 /model timestep). The leading edge of the propagating density current 714 
is denoted with black dashed lines. 715 
 716 
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     718 
      719 
 720 
 721 
    722 
 723 
 724 
 725 

 726 
        727 
      728 
Figure 4: Dust production (colored palette in μg m-2) and wind arrows over the second 729 
(2.4×2.4 km) model grid at 19:00 UTC on 31 May 2006. The red line represents the 730 
isotach of 11 m s-1. The black rectangular shows the location of the third grid and the 731 
vertical dashed line indicates the location of the cross sections of Figure 5. 732 
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              734 

                  735 
Figure 5: North to south vertical cross-sections of: a) Rain mixing ratio (colour palette in 736 
g kg-1) and potential temperature (contour lines in K) at 14:15 UTC. b) Equivalent 737 
potential temperature (θe) in K. c) Horizontal wind speed (colour palette in m s-1) and 738 
vertical updrafts (black line contours every 0.5 m s-1) at 14:30 UTC. The cross section is 739 
at x= -889km. 740 
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 741 
 742 

 743 
 744 

 745 
  746 
 747 
 748 
 749 
Figure 6: Vertical profiles at lat=31.81, lon=-4.39 during the passage of the storm (12:20-750 
13:20) on 31 May 2006. a) Wind speed (ms-1). b) Wind direction (deg). c) ξ horizontal 751 
relative vorticity component (s-1). d) η horizontal relative vorticity component (s-1). 752 
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Figure 7: Wind speed (solid black contours from 8-12 ms-1 every 1 ms-1) and ξ relative 761 
vorticity component (colour scale) at 12:50 UTC for a WE vertical cross-section at y=-762 
645 km. The dashed black line represents ξ=0. 763 
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Figure 8: Vertical profiles at lat=31.81, lon=-4.39 during the passage of the storm (12:20-775 
13:20) on 31 May 2006. a) ξ horizontal relative vorticity component (s-1).  b) η horizontal 776 
relative vorticity component (s-1). c) Dust concentration (μg m-3) d) TKE (m2s-2). 777 
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Figure 9: a) Dust concentration (color scale in μg m-3) and streamlines at 18:50 UTC for a 797 
reference frame relative to the propagating speed.  The location of the cross section is at 798 
x=-898. The direction of the motion is from North to South as illustrated with the red 799 
arrow on top of the figure. b) Dust flux (μg /m2/timestep) at each model grid point along 800 
the same cross section.  801 
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Figure 10: Schematic representation of the flow structure during the cool pool intrusion. 809 
The dashed line indicates the boundary of the density current. Shaded figures indicate 810 
areas of increased turbulence. a) Considering a NS vertical plane parallel to the axis of 811 
motion, the flow is rotating clockwise close to the surface (ξ+) and anti-clockwise above 812 
(ξ-). b) Considering a WE vertical plane perpendicular to the motion the flow is rotating 813 
anti-clockwise (η-). The storm direction in this figure is towards the reader. 814 
  815 

(b) (a) 
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Figure 11: North to south vertical cross-section of total condensates mixing ratio (colour 822 
scale in g kg-1) and potential temperature (red contour lines in K) at 18:00 UTC. The 823 
deepening of isentropic layers (indicated with a black arrow) indicates the approaching of 824 
the density current at the station of Tinfou (denoted with a black triangle). The cross 825 
section is at x= -1022km. 826 
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Figure 12: Tinfou station observations: a) Temperature (°C) b) Wind direction (deg) c) 835 
Wind speed (ms-1) d) Visibility (km). 836 
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Figure 13: Time series of a) Temperature, dew point and virtual temperature (°C) b) 843 
Wind speed (ms-1) and wind direction (deg) and c) Visibility (km), as reproduced by the 844 
model at Tinfou station on 31 May 2006.  845 
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Figure 14: Time evolution of dust concentration (μg m-3) over Tinfou station on 31 May 854 
2006.  855 
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